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Mike Absalom

Linda Imbler
All is Well

From the Editor:

Alas, all is well,
although the misery of the
world lingers.
Philosophers say any pain in
our heart
is a reminder that we live,
that we are human.

forgotten. As a global pandemic raged, ravaging our

So the great wheel turns
while we stumble along
beside it,
a circle moving quickly, not
yet ours to board.
Our boarding pass of tears
that gains us passage,
that final price not yet met,
until all teardrops are spent.

to fathom unfathomable depths, to shore up our beliefs

That time will come when
no pain is felt,
and tears are a distant
memory,
then we climb on board.
Alas, all is well.

and inner harmony to the spirit.

In many ways this has been a year never to be

lives, obliterating familiar landmarks, bringing about
unprecedented changes, we have tried hard to survive,
to carry on with our lives notwithstanding all. Writing
and creativity have really been therapeutic, helping us

and faith in a grey, bleak wintry landscape of despair.
The contributions of Poetry Central were received long
ago, but the 2nd issue was far too long in the making.
The editors crave the indulgence of the contributors
and readers for this delay. We hope that the refurbished
2nd issue of Poetry Central will bring some joy, solace

FURY, the centerpiece of this issue, is a watercolour by
Prof Tapati Gupta, crystallizing the unquiet time we are
living through.

“Lupins and Palm
Trees”
The palm trees,
suddenly shooting up in a pot
in my bathroom library,
caught the green sun
and tell me it’s a New Day,
nay, a New Life.
Still, I rise slowly,
like moss on a grave.
Too many dead women
caught in the thorns of my
hedgerow.
They never go away.
On the horizon I see black
clouds,
a line of poets in shrouds
keening over dying
vocabulary.
Crows fly by,
cut price ravens
of dubious portent.
Looks like rain,
but in the beginning
anything is impossible.

The palm trees too,
portentous as they seem,
with their deep coconut
voices,
are only potted lupins
who had missed the summer.

There are no yews in my
graveyard.
It’s a new day
and I shall probably
hit the ground.
Running?
Linda Imbler has five published
poetry collections and one hybrid
ebook of short fiction and
poetry. She is a Kansas-based
Pushcart Prize and Best of the Net
Nominee. More information can
be
found at
lindaspoetryblog.blogspot.com.

© Mike Absalom.

Prof Tapati Gupta, is a
retired Professor of English
of

the

University of
2
Calcutta and Presidency
College, Kolkata.

Mike Absalom

“Hieroglyph.”
I went back to Mick’s bar last night.
You were not there.
That’s all right.
I’d died since then and been reconstituted,
rather like a bag of freeze-dried bagels.
But not so tasty.
You would not have recognised me,
after they brought me back for my encore.
These Sudanese doctors,
they can do wonders with spare body parts.
Real musclemen for want of a better term.

Mike Absalom is an
Irish Canadian Poet, songwriter, painter, print maker, potter and
musician. He lives in County Mayo, Ireland. He has performed
poetry and music in most corners of the world. He may be found
on Wikepedia, Google, YouTube and daily on Facebook.

Last time I saw you
It was in the plaster room at Castlebar General.
The bone fixers there are cráic professionals.
It’s like being in Mick’s without the pints.

That year we all broke legs.
I blame the showbiz crowd.
Sometimes their good will manifests.

I don’t think I shall have to paint you again.
I have lived you after all.
And after all that living,
there has to be a little space reserved for you
on the wall of my tomb.
You are a hieroglyph now, carved in stone,
but not one I ever learned to decipher.
You preferred to be invisible.
Maybe one day they will plaster over you
and you will get your wish.
You were often enough plastered, weren’t you?
Sure it won’t be anything new.
No, nothing new.
Nothing old either.
Just a blue night on borrowed time.
There was no question ever of marriage.
We were too old when we were young.
And too much bottle.
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Peter Daniels
Mr Luczinski Takes a Tram
He has paid a small coin to a glass box
like a fairground machine:
a dull purple ticket
permits him to sway with the tram,
Peter
Daniels
is
a
well-known
contemporary British poet living in London.
Some of his recently published collections
include A Season in Eden (2016) and My Tin
Watermelon (2019). He has won various
prizes including the First Prize in the TLS
Poetry Competition (2010) and the First
prize in the Arvon International Poetry
Competition 2008, with the Ted Hughes
Environmental Poetry Prize. Poetry
Central is proud to publish his work in this
issue and gratefully acknowledges his
work at www.peterdaniels.org.uk/poems.

which pushes on through a city of breezeblocks
and neo-baroque stucco.
The people might be
his second cousins twice removed:
a woman in fishmonger's gloves
coming home from the market,
a man balancing two dusty old bikes
between fellow-passengers.
In this incarnation, his tweed suit
is not quite threadbare enough.

TRAM AND ACROPOLIS
le soleil me brule et me rend lumineux

He maintains a sense of direction but
there's nowhere it can take him.
Somewhere at the end of this line
is a field of dandelions and a bluebell wood.
A tram winding its
way in Warsaw,
Poland, before the
Second War broke
out.

A tram comes out
of the Warsaw
Ghetto in the
1930s.It bears the
insignia of the
Star of David—
the brand of the
Jews.

Nikos
Engonopoulos
(1907-1985),
Selected Poems,
(translated from
the Greek by
Yannis Goumas)

through the monotonous rain
the mud
the ashen atmosphere
the trams pass
and through the deserted marketplace
• deadened by the rain –
they proceed towards
the
terminals
my thought
filled with emotion
follows them lovingly until
they reach
there where the fields begin
where the fields are drowned by the rain
at the terminals
what sorrow it would have been – my God
–
what sorrow
if my heart was not consoled
by the hope of marble
and the prospect of a bright sunray
which shall give new life
to the splendid ruins
http://www.poiein
exactly like
a red flower
amid green leaves

POLYXENI

.gr/2008/07/21/nik
os-engonopoulos1907-19854
selected-poemstr.Yannis Goumas

Sharmila Ray

Thomas Graves

THE MAZE
The poem says what you
don’t want to hear.
The core of every poem is
fear.
The maze of language is in
your reach—
A winding corridor is how
the poets preach.
Enter the poem. I know
you’ve been
In a maze before. Go in.
Fine literature doesn’t
paint the walls
Of its maze. This is real.
Hear the bird calls?
The only maze is the
world. You
Must be lost—to find out
what is true.
During the end, there will
be a turn.
A poem’s learning is easy
to learn.
Nothing is known, even as
you do it.
All the maze needs is that
you travel through it.
You’ve made it. This right
here.
And over there. See?
There is your fear.
Thomas West Graves Jr was born in Honolulu Hawaii, grew up
in Manhattan (NYC) and now lives in Salem, MA. Ben Mazer
and the New Romanticism is his just-published book. Editor of
Blog Scarriet, his music is on You Tube and he is working on a
novel and collecting his poems and essays for publication.
The
Ghats at
Benares
W.
Hodges,
c. 1787

Th

VARANASI INWARD…
I
Have you ever thought that Varanasi
has dreamed more dreams than you?
Ocean-depth dreams
clinging on the sealed mouth of the city…
Perhaps not.
We don’t want our minds to be touched.
2
How many shades of history are embedded in
Varanasi?
Only the moon and fish know.
Just give me your hand and walk on.
Perhaps a ripple in the Ganga will answer you.
3
I flipped the pages of history, legend and
tradition
and found Varanasi cuddled-up in all of them,
Varanasi still lingers,
dragging me backward,
a city blooming where eternity traverses the
earth.
4
In the muted tones beneath the summer blaze
the heart is captivated, inhaling the golden sap.
Sadhus, fakhirs, pilgrims wanderThey mirror each others colour.
5
Soon Varanasi will be stories and pictures
archived.
The flyovers and multipllexes will make it
modern no doubt.
Perhaps, there will be ears
that by some miracle will pick up an ancient
echo.
Perhaps, there will be eyes
that will decipher Varanasi from this avant-garde
avalanche.

Academic, poet, historian, there are many identities of Prof
Sharmila Ray. Poet, Non-Fictional Essayist,Translator she is
an Associate Professor of History at City College, Kolkata.
She has authored six books of poetry; Earth Me And You
(Granthalaya, Kolkata 1996), A Day With Rini(Poetry And
Art 1998), Down Salt Water (Poets Foundation,
Kolkata1999), Living Other Lives(Minerva Press, New Delhi,
Mumbai, London).
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Sonali Sarkar

Sunil Sharma

A Morning in My Winter-Garden

The migrant’s moon

The lone mother crow perched on the
barbed wire fence of my garden-walls
anxiously waits for the sun to shoot its
timorous rays through the foggy winter
morning; the gentle dewdrops moisten
the dry leaves and buds of the rangan
plants with a loving care; the white
hues of the flower cluster of the
cauliflowers glisten tremulously in
the dewy dawn; the unaccompanied
hibiscus flower, dreaming the morning
hours away, is too sleepy to open its
red petals; the suave white roses eagerly
look for the arrival of the honeybees in the
forenoon; the mauve chandramallika
flowers yearns for the motherly caress
of my loving hands as I water them daily
with tender affection.
Come winter, and love blooms even in my
garden!
Dr Sonali Sarkar is a senior academic, poet and
translator, living in Kolkata, India. Currently, she
is Associate Professor of English at Kidderpore
College, Kolkata. She finds gardening a great
source of sustenance, joy and comfort.

Half-asleep
on the narrow footpath
of a golden Mumbai,
the thin, coughing man
heard the full moon whisper
in his ears, familiar
tales told by a mother
in a village, distant, deserted,
in partial ruins
his eyes brim
heart aches
longs
for the lost
twisted lanes
rude huts,
an old banyan tree
holy Tulsi in the yard,
hedges as walls, outer
and a communal well
where strangers quenched thirst and
were warmly welcomed
by everyone,

the receding village
---his first-and-last real
home!

Sunil Sharma

Open the doors and windows!
Go out in the rain,
hear the wind sing
outside your building
and small, closed rooms,
or,
let the divine waters trickle in
from the open windows
and in the cupped hands
catch fleeting jets of
the invigorating rain!

Sunil Sharma is a senior academic
and author-freelance journalist from
suburban Mumbai, India. He has
published 21 books so far, some
solo and joint. He edits Setu:
http://www.setumag.com/p/setuhome.html
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Stanley Phillips
Thoughts in Lafcadio Hearn gardens
They say that life endures beyond this realm.
And talk of eternal paradise.
They say that the soul is reborn down all the
leaf laden avenues of time.
And will grow, and abide beyond the grave.
Even the trees.
Even the flowers, they tell us, have
immortality and will surely achieve nirvana.
The birds,
The bees
The butterflies too,
Are destined to buzz, and flutter, and
gloriously sing in that post life wonderland
that lies, tantalising, beyond death's enticing
doorway.
But that is all for dreams.
And wishes.
And hopes.
And a reluctance to accept the finity of our
earthly sojourn.
So dream on.
For now my love, just take my hand and walk
with me through this garden of now.
The flowers with a scent of wonder.
The cherry blossoms that greet us with their
fragrant fragility..
The still and shining water that gurgles it's
liquid serenade.
And sit awhile with me beneath a tree about
to burst with life.
It is enough my love.
It is enough.
So let go of all thoughts of forever.
Let go of the need for life everlasting.
Perhaps it exists
Perhaps not.
For now we have the reality of this magical
place.
It is sufficient.

Stan Phillips,
the author of
The Man in
Green and
Mirrors and
Images, is an
Englishman
living in
Waterford,
Ireland, a semi
retired
counsellor,
public speaker
and loves
writing and the
world of
nature.

Indrajit Bose

Indrajit Bose
teaches English
language in an
engineering
college and
finds joy in
writing and
creative selfexpression. His
first collection
of poetry, Lost
City Symphony
(2020) was
published by
Writers’
Workshop,
Kolkata.

But I was resolved
And returned a stony
Stubborn look.

In the Camellia Garden
I don’t know you, do I?
I said, when we met
Face to face,
In the chequered light and shade
Of the lustrous camellias.
Only strangers.
You raised your pained eyes,
Brows knit in perplexity,
Your lips trembled
How well I knew that look!
And the silent supplication,
Of your upturned face.

Vividly in my mind,
Flashed the memory
Of our parting:
Your bitter, angry words,
Your hurried departure,
Leaving an empty house,
Empty cupboards-And my desolate heart,
Yearning for you.
You never wrote,
In the intervening years;
Never asked how I picked up
The scattered pieces of my life,
Putting the jigsaw together.
All the news I had of you,
Was in the papers in the society pages,
And people’s never ending gossip.
Perhaps it was chance
That brought us together again;
In the garden of camellias-Cerise, pink, arranged in neat rows,
Cascade upon cascade of beauty;
You, in a blue kimono,
Looked pale and beautiful,
And baffled, hurt at my rejection.
I watched your figure receding
In the distance-And stifled a wish to see you again.

Stan Phillips ©
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Subhadeep Paul
Rains
Heat, dust, anguish and sin
Slowly moulders away
The world’s dogged muck
Dispersed by rain pirates
Eviction & resettlement
Have continued for centuries
Rain pirates rush to threaten
The geniality of sunny climes
Faulty footwear trundle through mud
Unredeemed lives get drowned
In History’s stormy high seas.
Rain, rain, will not go to Spain
Rain, rain, will show its face again
It’s not pitter patter romance
Every time it rains.

We
We slay at random all the time
Dreams, hopes, desires, talents
And sometimes people, literally
We are born wedded to machines
Feet squirming on ready Programs
We triumph as the monster virus
Consuming other viruses on the way
We bully trifling lives dawn to dusk
We neuter the honest electric dragons
We slaughter live species overnight
And the ensuing day, turn them to tattoos
We intrude borderlands with our circus
play.
Where do we go from here?

Subhadeep Paul is currently
Assistant Professor in the
Department of English,
School
of
Language,
Literature
&
Culture
Studies, Bankura University,
India. A collection of his
poems
entitled
Finite
Sketches, Infinite Reaches
was published by Writers
Workshop in 2007.

Prof Ketaki Datta, poet,
critic, dramatist and
translator, is the author
of two volumes of poetry
and a prolific writer. She
is currently Associate
Professor of English,
Bidhannagar
College,
Kolkata
and
a
contributor to various
journals,
anthologies
and a tireless visionary.
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A Piece of Cake

NOT FOR ME

A mother’s love in mint icing
A piece of cake for a school trip
Sweetness of generous
slicing
Ample sponge with chocolate
chip.
With sandwich and fruit came
the treat
Such as a young boy
remembers
Nothing has tasted since so
sweet
I poke at memory’s embers.
When life was all a piece of
cake
Sweet mostly, of a
straightforward taste
Then all seemed good for a
treat’s sake
And so much after seems a
waste.

Jayashree Mitra Paul

Christopher Villiers

Most people live in poetry,
Knowingly or not. Except me.
Sharp sensitive ones reciting, printing, raise my
envy;
Colour-blindness to poetry is in me.
Rather, I dig the crow, who never eats alone
Christopher Villiers
Christopher Villiers

Christopher Villiers is an
Englishman who has had
three books of his
poetry published. He
likes to rhyme and eat
cake.

The sparrows twitter and quarrel the day long
And when the Bulbul flashed its red bottom at
me,
As I stood below, that’s fun to see!
The full-throated pigeons, keep cooing and
pecking;
In the burning blue sky, two brown-yellow shaliks
fly

The winning.
Towards our roof tree, so high
Megha Mazumdar
The money plant gives me the thumbs up;
For I'll be up all night, counting
Hours to this sick heart, pounding
To the grey greetings, mounting
Over and over the Red sheets
Of merriment.
For I'll sing, throughout
The roar of lies of my fake friends,
And laugh at the very hour,
Of the pricking on my index, from collecting sunflowers.
For I'll watch the sunset in Florida,
The ocean will cry her last sorrow,
To the ears of the same dark personnel,
Before she makes up her mind,
To recede to fragility,
And kill the last plate of Defeat.
For I'll laugh,
For I'll win.
Megha is currently a student in Kolkata, India, pursuing her Master’s in English
Literature from St. Xavier’s College, Kolkata. She has had a knack for writing since
her childhood and was bewitched by the trance romantic poems of John Keats in
her schooldays. Megha doesn’t believe in culture or language specific, biased work
of art.

Must keep it healthy, or want will creep up!
So, not poetry is in my tea cup
Yet, Suman’s wanting me sipping in a cup
Or Pota, crooning
Calling for the friend, eternal, fill me up –
With their song.
I will live, and long.
Prof Jayashree Mitra Paul is retired Professor of English
of Kanchrapara College. A great bibliophile, sensitive
literary critic and translator, Prof Mitra Paul is also a
poet with a vivid interest in words and imagery.

Editors: Dr Nira Konar, Associate Professor, CEMK, Kolaghat
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©Indrajit Bose, 2021.
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